INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

Cancer is a disease of the genome and the accumulation of genomic alterations leads to aggressive phenotypes such as increased proliferation, angiogenesis and invasion ([@B1]--[@B3]). Looking back into the long history of tumor research, there are many cases where mutation of important cancer genes occurred in specific stages of cancer evolution. Well-described examples include *DNMT3A* mutation and *TET2* mutation, which in most cases occur in the early evolutionary stage of acute myeloid leukemia (AML) ([@B4]--[@B7]). While *FLT3* mutation was reported by many studies as a late event in AML ([@B8]--[@B10]). These events occurring in different evolutionary stages exerted distinct influence on tumor progression. Early events are always considered to be pathogenesis-associated and responsible for tumor initiation, and thus are suitable as biomarkers for early diagnosis and targets for early intervention. Later events often confer additional aggressive hallmarks on cancer cells, which can be used as markers for tumor monitoring ([@B11],[@B12]). In addition, the temporal order of the acquisition of cancer driver events was found to influence disease outcomes ([@B13]--[@B15]). For example, myeloproliferative neoplasm patients with *JAK2* mutation occurring first, as compared to those with *TET2* mutating first, are younger at the onset of the disease and are more likely to have thrombosis ([@B16]). Such temporal order allows to build and characterize the history of cancer evolution.

Large-scale cancer genomic sequencing projects, such as The Cancer Genome Atlas ([@B17]) (TCGA; <http://cancergenome.nih.gov>) and International Cancer genome Consortium ([@B18]) (ICGC; <https://dcc.icgc.org>) have identified millions of somatic mutations across the human cancers, with thousands of alleles to be implicated in disease causation. These data supported the development of numerous databases, such as cBioPortal ([@B19]) focusing on analyzing multidimensional cancer genomics data, COSMIC ([@B20]) providing a comprehensive resource of somatic mutations in cancer, DriverDB ([@B21]) aiming at novel driver identification. In recent years, multi-region sequencing, high-coverage whole-exome sequencing and single cell sequencing were applied to characterize tumor genome evolution. Such applications generated a large number of genetic alterations that preferentially occurred in distinct evolutionary stages of tumor development, providing a clear picture of evolutionary history in multiple tumor types ([@B22],[@B23]). However, such evolutionary stage-specific events and their temporal orders are dispersed in thousands of published papers, without online repository collecting these information. To address this gap, we developed a manually curated database entitled 'SEECancer' (Somatic Events in Evolution of Cancer genome) (<http://biocc.hrbmu.edu.cn/SEECancer>) with the aim to provide a comprehensive resource of cancer evolutionary stage-specific events (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) and their temporal orders. As of July 2017, SEECancer documented more than 1200 manually curated evolutionary stage-specific events and more than 5700 temporal order relationships involving 82 human cancers. We hope that this elaborate database can serve as an important resource for future cancer evolution research.

![The cancer evolutionary stages studied in SEECancer.](gkx964fig1){#F1}

DATA COLLECTION {#SEC2}
===============

Our data collection relied on expert manual curation of scientific publications. To obtain the papers associated with cancer genome evolution as many as possible, we searched the PubMed database using more than 100 combinations of different keywords ([Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), such as 'cancer evolution mutation', 'cancer evolution alteration', 'cancer clonal mutation', 'cancer clonal alteration', 'cancer timing mutation', 'cancer timing alteration', 'cancer temporal mutation', 'cancer temporal alteration', 'cancer order mutation', 'cancer order alteration', 'tumor evolution mutation' and 'neoplasm evolution mutation'. We obtained a total of 10 539 articles that include these keywords in the title or abstract, and then downloaded their abstracts through NCBI E-utilities API. These abstracts were manually checked by eight biological researchers, requiring that each abstract was reviewed by two biological researchers. In total, 1696 published papers that did study the evolution of cancer genome were selected. After that, eight biological researchers participated in reviewing the full texts of these 1696 papers, with each paper being scrutinized by two or more researchers. Two types of information were extracted 'by hand', including cancer somatic events tending to occur in specific evolutionary stages and temporal relationships between different events. Cancer evolutionary stage-specific somatic events were mainly collected from the text and tables of the papers, while temporal relationships were almost retrieved from the figures of the papers, which illustrated the 'phylogenetic tree' or 'progression path' of a particular cancer.

PROCESSING AND ANNOTATION {#SEC3}
=========================

For each evolutionary stage-specific alteration, we carefully curated essential information, including gene/event symbol, cancer name, variant type (e.g. mutation, structural variation, LOH), evolutionary stage (i.e. early, late, relapse, metastasis, drug resistance, drug induced), study model (i.e. human, mouse, cell line), detection approach (low or high throughout experiment or bioinformatics), cancer subtype, PubMed ID, publication year and journal. Moreover, we directly extracted the description of evidence from scientific publications. For somatic mutation events, the protein changes as a result of these mutations were also recorded. For drug associated events (including drug-resistant and drug-induced events), we further obtained the associated drug names. In this work, somatic events with annotations of 'early', 'trunk', 'founder', 'clonal' or 'initiation' in scientific publications usually occur in the early evolutionary stage of cancer and they were regarded as early-specific events. Somatic events with annotations of 'late' or 'subclonal' tend to occur in the late evolutionary stage and they were regarded as late-specific events. Notably, the separation of early- and late-specific events also depended on the context of scientific papers. In addition, care was taken to avoid duplication of entries within the database. Specifically, entries with identical gene/event names, cancer types, variant types and evolutionary stages were merged into one entry. One example is early mutation of *IDH1* in glioma, which was reported by twelve different studies. All entries from these studies were integrated into one entry. Another example is that *TP53* mutation was demonstrated as an early event of hepatocellular cancer by different researches in human tissue and mouse models ([@B24]--[@B26]). The entries derived from these researches were merged into one entry.

For temporal order, every entry contains seven annotation items, including antecedent event, subsequent event and their associated variant types, cancer name, method used to determine the temporal order and PubMed ID. Similarly, we merged duplicated entries with identical antecedent events, subsequent events, cancer types and variant types into one entry. Considering that the temporal orders were detected using different sample sizes, we set a weighted score for each temporal order relationship. Details about how to set the weighted score are available on the 'Help' page of the website.

Finally, we organized these evolutionary stage-specific events and temporal relationships into a standardized classification scheme based on tissue origin of cancers by reference to cBioPortal ([@B27]) and tumor classification vocabulary (<https://www.oncolink.org/>). Meanwhile, all human gene/protein names and synonyms were mapped to the official symbols of human genes provide by HUGO Gene Nomenclature Committee ([www.genenames.org/](http://www.genenames.org/)).

DATA ACCESS {#SEC4}
===========

The SEECancer website is available online at <http://biocc.hrbmu.edu.cn/SEECancer> and requires no registration. It provides a user-friendly interface to the scientific community to browse, search and download. We have tested it in Mozilla Firefox, Google Chrome and Apple Safari browsers. All datasets including evolutionary stage-specific events and temporal order relationships are available as tab-delimited files on the 'Download' page. More recently, multi-region, multi-time-point, ultra-depth and single cell tumor sequencing have produced extensive data on cancer genome evolution, which will provide the opportunity to further extend SEECancer. We will continue to manually curate new evolutionary stage-specific alterations and temporal order relationships. Our database will be updated four to six times per year depending on the number of newly released data.

RESULTS {#SEC5}
=======

Evaluating the reproducibility of manual curation {#SEC5-1}
-------------------------------------------------

Reproducibility is always the main problem of manual curation. Here, we conducted analyses for evaluating the reproducibility of our curation processes. We first evaluated the reproducibility for the selection of the full papers from the abstracts. Two researchers were requested to review the same 500 abstracts randomly sampled from the original 10 539 articles for selecting the evolution-related full papers. After 2 weeks, the same two researchers re-selected the full papers from these 500 abstracts. By comparison, 49 and 51 full papers were selected by the two researchers at the first time point, respectively, and 47 (95.9%) and 49 (96.1%) papers were selected again two weeks later ([Supplementary Figure S1A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The full papers selected by these two researchers showed high consistency at both of the two time points (90% at the first time point and 86.1% at the second time point) ([Supplementary Figure S1A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Likewise, we also evaluated the reproducibility of the manual curation of evolutionary stage-specific events from full papers. We randomly sampled 100 full papers from the 1696 selected full texts. This evaluation was conducted by another two researchers in the same way as described above. As a result, 89 and 84 somatic events were retrieved by the two researchers at the first time point, respectively, and 86 (96.6%) and 80 (95.2%) events were selected again two weeks later ([Supplementary Figure S1B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The manual curation between the two researchers showed high reproducibility at both of the two time points (89.1% at the first time point and 88.9% at the second time point) ([Supplementary Figure S1B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We noted that the reproducibility of manual curation for individual researchers between different time points is higher than that between different researchers at the same time point, suggesting that manual curation of every entry by two or more researchers is necessary to maintain the quality of the database.

SEECancer statistics {#SEC5-2}
--------------------

The current version of SEECancer consists of 1231 cancer evolutionary stage-specific somatic events (including 663 mutations, 385 copy number alterations, 87 structural variations, 69 methylation changes and 27 other alterations) involving 82 human cancers and 23 tissue origins (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

![Statistics of evolutionary stage-specific events in SEECancer. (**A**) Distribution of evolutionary stage-specific events for different variant types. (**B**) Distribution of somatic events across different evolutionary stages. (**C**) The numbers of different evolutionary stage-specific somatic events related to different tissue origins.](gkx964fig2){#F2}

The majority of evolutionary stage-specific events came from early-specific events (*n* = 727, Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). SEECancer also contains evolutionary late-specific (*n* = 201), relapse-specific (*n* = 73) and metastasis-specific (*n* = 70) somatic alterations. In addition, during tumor evolution, some somatic events emerged under the selective pressure of drug treatment. We therefore collected drug-associated somatic events, including 146 drug-resistant and 14 drug-induced alterations (Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

Among the 23 tissue origins, blood-derived cancers (e.g. AML and chronic lymphocytic leukemia) contain the most evolutionary stage-specific events (*n* = 341) (Figure [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). One possible reason is that the samples of blood cancer are easier to collect, leading to substantial increases in studies dedicated to analyzing the genome evolution of blood cancer. Except for blood-derived cancers, SEECancer also contains a number of evolutionary stage-specific somatic events from other tissue origins, including breast (*n* = 129), bowel (*n* = 111), lung (*n* = 107), brain (*n* = 71), lymph (*n* = 62), prostate (*n* = 56), head and neck (*n* = 45), esophagus/stomach (*n* = 45), skin (*n* = 44), liver (*n* = 34), thyroid (*n* = 32), kidney (*n* = 27), ovary (*n* = 25), cervix (*n* = 22), urinary tract (*n* = 19), pancreas (*n* = 17), soft tissue (*n* = 15), uterus (*n* = 14), eye (*n* = 4), biliary tract (*n* = 3), bone (*n* = 1) and other (*n* = 7).

Another important feature of SEECancer is that it collected the temporal orders between somatic alterations in multiple cancers. Cancer evolution is dependent on antecedent events that influence the subsequent evolutionary trajectories, which is thus constrained by mutation order ([@B15],[@B28]--[@B30]). It will be interesting for researchers to understand the order of genetic events in tumor development, which can influence the future clinical behavior of tumors. As of July 2017, there were 5772 temporal relationships involving 4250 various somatic events in 45 different cancer types deposited in SEECancer.

Website {#SEC5-3}
-------

We provide a user-friendly web interface that facilitates searching, browsing and retrieving cancer evolutionary stage-specific events and their temporal order relationships in the SEECancer. In the 'Home' page, users can quickly explore genetic events contributing to tumor development in specific evolutionary stages through clicking hyperlinks embedded in two web images---'Dynamic evolution of tumor' and 'Anatomical location map of common cancers' (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). In the 'Browse' page, a particular hierarchical system was built, avoiding the need to type complex pathology terms and event symbols. Users can browse SEECancer by clicking a cancer name or a specific event, and the complete list of matched entries can be returned (Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Two query sections 'EvolutionaryStage' and 'TemporalOrder' are provided for searching evolutionary stage-specific events and temporal order relationships, respectively. In addition, all data in the database can be downloaded in the 'Download' page, and a detailed tutorial showing how to use SEECancer is available on the 'Help' page.

![A schematic workflow of SEECancer. (**A**) The web images in the home page allow to quick research for evolutionary stage-specific events. (**B**) The 'Browse' and 'EvolutionaryStage' pages allow the users to browse and search evolutionary stage-specific events. (**C**) The 'TemporalOrder' page allows to search the antecedent events and subsequent events of queried alteration.](gkx964fig3){#F3}

### *Query on the* '*EvolutionaryStage*' *page* {#SEC5-3-1}

To query evolutionary stage-specific events, SEECancer allows users to search by selecting cancer name or evolutionary stage from pull-down menu, or by entering a gene(event) name in the 'Gene/Event' search box (Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The gene(event) symbols from SEECancer are auto-completed after typing some letters in the 'Gene/Event' search box. After clicking the 'Search' button, the query results will be displayed in a table showing the event name, variant type, cancer name, evolutionary stage, study model as well as the supported literature number. By clicking the hyperlink 'more details' for an individual event, users can obtain more detailed information for this event, including evidence descriptions and related PubMed IDs, associated drugs, protein change and the cross references to external databases. In addition, SEECancer provides several features for browsing the query results. First, users can filter entries by typing any term in the 'Search' field on the top right side above the table. Only entries matching the search term will be kept. Second, you can sort columns in an ascending (or a descending) fashion by clicking the arrows in the column headers. Third, the table size per page can be selected by using the 'Show entries' pull-down menu on the top left side above the table. The full query result can be saved as a tab-delimited file through the 'Download' button on the top right side.

### *Query on the* '*TemporalOrder*' *page* {#SEC5-3-2}

In the 'TemporalOrder' page, users can select a cancer type from pull-down menu in the 'cancer Type' search box, and/or enter a gene name in the 'gene' search box to search temporal orders for interested genes in a specific cancer type (Figure [3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). After clicking the 'Search' button, the search engine will return all matched somatic events. By choosing one somatic event of interest and then clicking the hyperlink in the column of 'Temporal order', its antecedent events and subsequent events can be obtained and visualized in a directed weighted tree.

Use of SEECancer {#SEC5-4}
----------------

Besides general database search, browse and download, users can perform their specific researches based on the datasets in SEECancer. One way to analyze data from SEECancer is to look at the prevalence of events in specific evolutionary stages. We assessed those events involved in the early or late evolutionary stage and revealed that *TP53, KRAS* and *CDKN2A* alterations are the most common early events, which are associated with 28, 15 and 11 cancer types, respectively, providing further evidence for the importance of these genes in the onset of cancer (Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Analysis of late events showed that the top 10 most common events were *TP53, PIK3CA, KRAS, PTEN, NRAS, SMAD4, FLT3, MYC, BRAF* and *CEBPA* alterations. Notably, among these highly prevalent late events, *TP53, KRAS* and *BRAF* alterations were also reported as early events in many cancer types (Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, the evolutionary information documented in the SEECancer allows us to have an overview of evolutionary stage-specific events and their related biological processes. We performed functional enrichment analysis for the early-specific and late-specific events, respectively (Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). We noted that many critical functions were consistently enriched for early and late-specific events. For example, the immune system development was enriched in both classes, implying that immune dysfunction contributes to the whole trajectory of cancer evolution and suggesting the potential clinical benefits of immunotherapy in any stages of cancer evolution. Interestingly, the negative regulation of cell cycle pathway showed the most significant enrichment for early events, suggesting that the cell cycle abnormalities play important roles in the initiation of cancer. The aging biological process that refers to cellular senescence and apoptosis was highly enriched for late-specific events. This is probably due to the fact that resistance to cell senescence and escape from apoptosis can promote malignant transformation and resistance to therapy ([@B31],[@B32]). These are just two ways to explore SEECancer and we look forward to seeing more researchers to confirm and consolidate the usefulness of this database.

![Analyses of evolutionary early and late-specific events and their associated biological processes. Histogram of the top 10 most prevalent events in the evolutionary early-specific stage (**A**) and evolutionary late-specific stage (**C**). The top 10 significantly enriched biological processes for early-specific events (**B**) and late-specific events (**D**).](gkx964fig4){#F4}

DISCUSSION {#SEC6}
==========

In this work, we developed SEECancer as a resource that provides a comprehensive collection and assessment of somatic events in evolution of cancer genome. SEECancer is the first public database, to our best knowledge, focusing on cancer evolutionary stage-specific events and their temporal relationships. We know of several well-known databases (e.g. COSMIC, cBioPortal and DriverDB) that provide somatic mutations or driver genes in many human cancers, but without the evolutionary information, thus lacking a view of somatic events from the perspective of tumor evolution. Understanding the evolutionary dynamics of somatic events is very important for biologists to dissect cancer etiology and develop evolutionary therapeutics, and for clinicians to discover biomarkers for monitoring tumor progression. In recent years, numerous researches used high-coverage whole-exome/genome sequencing, multi-region/time-point sequencing or single cell sequencing to construct the evolutionary histories of tumors. Thus, the successful development of SEECancer will be expected to facilitate cancer evolution research.

Notably, in the database, certain alterations were reported to be early events in some studies, but in other studies, these alterations were found be late events in the same cancer type. We found ∼5% of events documented in both early and late evolutionary stages. As an example, *TP53* mutation was revealed as an early event driving the initiation of cancer in four studies ([@B33]--[@B36]). However, in the other four researches, *TP53* mutation was deemed as a late event favoring the expansion of *TP53* mutated clones in CLL ([@B23],[@B37]--[@B39]). This phenomenon may be due to the high heterogeneity of cancer and the extraordinary diversity of clonal evolution.

In the SEECancer, the collected somatic events that preferentially occur in specific cancer evolutionary stages (termed 'evolutionary stage-specific events' here) can be considered as potential molecular targets and monitoring markers in future cancer treatment ([@B11],[@B40]). For example, targeting early clonal events that present in every tumor cell may be an attractive model for drug development. Indeed, many successful targeted therapies take advantage of early clonal events present at all sites of disease ([@B41]). Considering the dynamic characteristics of tumor, monitoring its progression to guide therapeutic interventions has become a vital research area. In recent years, circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA) has the ability to capture somatic mutations acquired at different evolutionary stages, which will greatly facilitate the use of evolutionary stage-specific events to trace the tumor evolution ([@B42],[@B43]). Therefore, the SEECancer database will help researchers to design biomarker panels of ctDNA sequencing for monitoring tumor progression. In addition, the temporal relationships of somatic events can help researchers build links between genes underlying tumorigenesis, which will further enhance our understanding of cancer development. For instance, the early event *DNMT3A* mutation and its subsequent event *FLT3* mutation could define a high-risk AML subtype, which has a higher percentage of bone marrow blasts and extremely poor prognosis ([@B44]).

In summary, the SEECancer database will continue to grow and be an informative and valuable resource on cancer research. Further extensions will be conducted in the following aspects. First, we are going to develop a unified framework to build the evolution atlas for major human cancers by combing their evolutionary trajectories. Second, we will collect evolutionary stage-specific somatic events at the individual level. Third, we will develop new visualized tools for displaying the complex temporal network of each cancer in SEECancer. Finally, as the cost of whole-genome sequencing is dropping rapidly, more somatic events in non-coding regions, such as events in regulatory elements, will be reported. Therefore, non-coding somatic events are expected to be collected in the future versions.
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